ROYAL CATERING CONFIRMED AS OFFICIAL VIP PARTNER OF THE
BRIDE SHOW
Wedding Planning, Food Sampling, Displays and Discounts!
Abu Dhabi, UAE. 13 March 2016 –Royal Catering has reaffirmed its
continued support for this year’s Bride Show (13-16 April 2016) at the
Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC), by elevating its
sponsorship to Official VIP Partner.
Based in Abu Dhabi, Royal Catering has built a hard-earned reputation as
one of the region’s leading catering and hospitality service provider across
its three main divisions: contractual, commercial and creative innovation.
Royal Catering has sponsored the Bride Show since 2013; as Official VIP
Partner it will not only present a 60sqm stand but also a 6sqm ‘Creating
Celebrations’ zone, that promises to be a sanctuary amid the show bustle
where couples can be advised on innovative and stylish themes for their
special day, as well as menus to suit their chosen cuisine and number of
guests.
To celebrate its new Official VIP Partner status, Royal Catering is offering
a special discount of 20 percent (valid for one month), provided that the
introduction and requirement discussion takes place at the show.

Royal Catering Chef Mulham will demonstrate his expertise with wedding
cake design on the main stage of the Bride Show on day three, 15 April.
Chefs Eric and Fabrice will delight visitors to the Royal Catering stand with
delicious sweets and desserts to try, including nitro-ice cream with frizz
popcorn and the Emirati dessert, Luqaimat, in different flavours.

Expert Vegetable Carver Chef Sisil Weddikkara, who won a Silver Medal at
the recent Gulfood Conference & Exhibition at the Dubai World Trade
Centre, will be on the main stage on day 4, 16 April, demonstrating the
art of fruit carving, which enhances any wedding party celebration.
The stand will also display a wide range of crockery and flatware, plus
stunning table settings and linen, all from trusted suppliers.
Jean Pierre Garat, Chief Operating Officer, said: “Since we began in 2003,
Royal Catering understands the importance of presenting a wedding with
elegance and attention to detail, whether it is a welcoming traditional
Emirati celebration, or an intimate, friends and family-only occasion.
“Royal Catering’s longevity in creating memorable celebrations finds a
synergy with the Bride Show, which led us to increase our level of
sponsorship for such a prestigious event to Official VIP Partner.”

Contact Frances Barton, Media Relations Director, In2 Consulting,
Dubai, UAE frances@in2consulting.com; +971 4 455 8499; +971
50 650 3900.
About Royal Catering www.royalcatering.ae
Established in 2003, Royal Catering has gained a reputation as one of the
region’s leading hospitality service provider. With a combination of
expertise, quality and innovation, Royal Catering provides world-class
catering solutions across its three main divisions: contractual, commercial
and creation. With more than 2,000 highly trained professional staff, one
of the UAE’s largest kitchens and a unique fleet of mobile kitchens, Royal
Catering has become the preferred choice of catering solutions for the
region’s hospitality industry, as well as for international events.
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